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DEMONSTRATIONS OF EXCELLENCE:
THE
FIRST TWENTY YEARS

TEACHING/SERVICE/RESEARCH

CHAPTER OF THE YEAR

1976

Pi, Western Illinois University

1977

Pi, Western Illinois University

1978

Eta, Central Michigan University

1979

Beta, Eastern Kentucky University

1981

Pi, Western Illinois University

1982

Pi, Western Illinois University
Alpha, Ball State University

1983

Alpha, Ball State University
Beta Iota, East Tennessee State University

1984

Eta, Central Michigan University

1985

Eta, Central Michigan University

1986

Eta, Central Michigan University

1987

Alpha Alpha, Southern Illinois University

GAMMAN OF THE YEAR

1976

Sharon Lee Monday, Tau Chapter
University of Illinois

1977

Barbara Manoff, Pi Chapter
Western Illinois University
Kathy Lelm, Pi Chapter
Western Illinois University

1978

Laurel Anne Colegrove, Eta Chapter
Central Michigan University

1979

Marcalene Nelson, Pi Chapter
Western Illinois University

1980

Gregory Colwell, Xi Chapter
Purdue University

1981

Kelly Bishop, Alpha Chapter
Ball State University

1982

Emily Moore, Nu Chapter
Indiana University

1983

Lori Sue Thorp-Johnson, Pi Chapter
Western Illinois University

1984

Karen Lemanski, Pi Chapter
Western Illinois University

1985

Anne Gudith, Eta Chapter
Central Michigan University

1986

Michele Hawkins, Alpha Alpha Chapter
Southern Illinois University
Susan Telljohann, Nu Chapter
Indiana University

1987

Joyce Fetro, Alpha Alpha Chapter
Southern Illinois University

JOHN P. McGOVERN, M.D. SCHOLARSHIP AWARD

1979

Marguerite Taylor, Alpha Epsilon Chapter
University of New Mexico

1980

LuAnne Clapp, Rho Chapter
Kent State University

1981

Kathleen Mullen, Eta Chapter
Central Michigan University

1982

Christine Larson, Alpha Lambda Chapter
University of Florida

1983

Kathryn Henningson, Alpha Alpha Chapter
Southern Illinois University

1984

Patricia Andrews, Iota Chapter
University of Toledo

1985

Terri Badour, Alpha Delta Chapter
The Florida State Universtiy

1986

Laura Kann, Nu Chapter
Indiana University

1987

Karen Miles, Alpha Omicron Chapter
Temple University

DISTINGUISHED WRITING AWARD

1983

Godfrey Hochbaum
University of North Carolina

1984

Joy Cauffman
University of Southern California

1985

John Allegrante
Teacher's College, Columbia University

LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT WRITING AWARD

1983

Delbert Oberteuffer (Posthumously)
Ohio State University

1985

Godfrey Hochbaum
University of North Carolina

NATIONAL DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD

eta slama Gamma
National Professional Health Science Honorary
2000 University Avenue

Muncie, Indiana

47306

September 8, 1975

Dr. William Bock, Professor
Physiology and Health Science
Ball State University
Dear Dr. Bock:
I am pleased to inform you that you have been selected to receive the first
National Distinguished Service Award to be presented by Eta Sigma Garrma. As
you know, we were disappointed to receive your letter of resignation as National
Executive Secretary/Treasurer of Eta Sigma Garrma. As a co-founder of the
Honorary and as an active participant in the growth and development of the
Honorary over the past eight years, it seems truly fitting that your many
contributions to Eta Sigma Gamma be recognized in this manner.
As National Executive Secretary/Treasurer of Eta Sigma Gamma for the past
seven years, you have performed the task of the office with skill, efficiency,
and fiscal responsibility. Your support for the idea of Eta Sigma Gairma, as well
as its development, has been both needed and appreciated. Please accept our
congratulations for a job well done. We look forward to your continued help and
support of the Honorary in a number of other ways.
Sincerely,

Warren E. Schaller
National President
Eta Sigma Gamma

ETA SIGMA GAMMA
The National Professional Health Science Honorary

NATIONAL DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD
to
Charles R. Carroll, Ph.D.
It gives us a great deal of pleasure to announce to you,
Dr. Charles R. Carroll, that you have been selected to receive
a National Distinguished Service Award. You have served Eta
Sigma Gamma with distinction and Tionor for many years. As a
matter of fact, Eta Sigma Gamma is ten years old, and you have
served on the National Executive Committee for nine years and
have served as Editor of the ETA SIGMA GA.MMAN for that same
period of time.
In the first issue of the GAMMAN you established its motto
of "help Eta Sigma Gamma help" and said, "Indeed, the written
words in this document are intended to help facilitate communi
cation, discussion, and dialogue between individual members, and
to help identify the health science profession as a distinct and
separate entity on the educational scene." You, Charles Carroll,
have been the quintessence of helping Eta Sigma Gamma help. You
have Drought the publication from a "newsletter" type periodical
to a health education journal which each year receives more acclaim
for its contribution -to the field.
Eta Sigma Gamma needed a dedicated and committed health edu
cator, a scholar, a writer and an individual with redactory skills
to establish the GAMMAN. You were the person -- you did it, and
we are indebted to you. Thank you very much.

Presented on October 14, 1977, at Atlanta, Georgia

ETA SIGMA GAMMA
The National Professional Health Science Honorary

NATIONAL DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD
to
Robert J. Synovitz, USD
It gives us a great deal of pleasure to announce to you,
Dr. Robert J. Synovitz, that you have been selected to receive a
National Distinguished Service Award. You have served Eta Sigma Gamma
with distinction and honor for many years. As a matter of fact, you
were one of the individuals who gave birth to Eta Sigma Gamma. You were
also a major contributor in setting the stage, through the preparation
of structural documents and other materials, which led to the establish
ment of Alpha Chapter in May, 1968.
You served as the first National Executive Secretary-Treasurer
and have been the National Vice President for a number of years. In
these capacities you have provided valuable advice, counsel and service
which have significantly helped to make Eta Sigma Gamma a success. By
example, you have demonstrated to all and have set a benchmark of
quality for collegiate chapters by the leadership and support you have
given to Pi Chapter at Western Illinois University. That mark of quality
is shown through two Pi Chapter of the Year Awards and several Gamman
of the Year Awards to members of Pi Chapter.
Your work with Eta Sigma Gamma is marked by your loyalty and
commitment to not only the honorary but to all of those individuals
associated with it. Eta Sigma Gamma needed a dedicated and committed
health educator, an advocate and an individual who, by their behavior
and example would exude enthusiasm, commitment and the sheer joy of
being involved with Eta Sigma Gamma. You were that person—you did it
and we are indebted to you.

Presented on October 19, 1979, at San Diego, California.

ETA SIGMA GAMMA
The National Professional Health Science Honorary

NATIONAL DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AHARO
to

Herbert 1. Jones, 31133
I t gives us a great deal of pleasure to announce to you,
Dr. Herbert L. Jones, that you have been selected to receive a National
Eta Sigma Gamma Q i i t L n a u . U h e AYou provided the
SeAvict
leader
ship for the development of Epsilon Chapter (the f i f t h chapter t o be
installed) on June 26, 1970 a t the University cf Maryland. You also
were one of the f i r s t individuals to indicate your support for
Eta Sigma Gamma by becoming a l i f e member and have served the honorary
in other ways such as participating i n i n i t i a t i o n - i n s t a l l a t i o n
ceremonies and promoting the establishment of other collegiate chapters
in manv ways, including providing financial support.
You became the t h i r d National Executive Secretary-Treasurer
on August 1 , 1975. At t h a t time, 20 collegiate chapters had been
developed over a period of eight years. The revenues in 197^-75
amounted t o about $5,000. Today there are 52 chapters with 1979-80
revenues of approximately $23,000. The past five years have seen many
other advances i n the honorary i t s e l f . Examples include the new format
for the GAMMAN, an Awards program including Gamman of the Year,
Chapter of the Year, McGovern Scholar and Projects Grants Awards.
You have been an important, integral part of our enormous growth
over the years. Eta Sigma Gamma needed a dedicated and committed health
educator, an individual willing and skilled i n handling the complexity
of problems relating t o the financial matters of the honorary and a
nerson with creative and innovative ideas that would nurture the further
development of this rapidly growing organization. You were that person
you have done i t superbly and we are indebted to you. Thank you very
much.
Presented on October 17, 1980, a t Dallas, Texas.

ETA SIGMA GAM4A
The National Professional Health Science Honorary

NATIONAL DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD
to

DENISE HOPE AMSCHLER
It is with pleasure we present to Denise H. Amschler a 1985 National
Eta Signa Garma V-L^tinqai-iheA Setv-tce AwaAd. You have served Eta Sigma
Genua with distinction and honor for a number of years. As a matter of
fact, you are the second editor of the Eta Signa Garrman, having served
the membership in that role for the past nine years. Your contributions
as a member of the National Executive Carmittee for that same period
are appreciated. Several years ago you became the chief editor of the
Monograph Series. Seme of the monographs have become standards in the
field. It is held in high regard professionally. The quality of the
Monograph Series is in no small way a testament to your attention to
detail and editorial processing which is so necessary for a quality
publication.
Severed examples of innovation, during your term as Editor, have been
noteworthy. The change in style and format of the Gamman ccmes quickly
to mind. Probably the one most significant change in the minds of the
membership was turning the Gamman into a respected, refereed journal.
With the establishment of a review board, you have taken the Garnnan one
step closer to maturity and wide acceptance in the ccrmunity of litera
ture. We appreciate your search for excellence for these publications
of the honorary.
In the Fall/Winter, 1982, issue of the Gamman, you wrote, "As I enter
my sixth year of editorial responsibility for the Gamman, I continue to be .
pleased and impressed with its metamorphosis. The high quality of manu
scripts submitted, along with a great interest in continuing to improve
the calibre of the Gamman on the part of many, has resulted in a very
positive experience for me, as Editor. Thank you for your consistent
interest and support and best wishes for another good year."
To the above statements, we can only thank you for your consistent
interest, support and editorial skills which have made those publications
what they are today. We, too, are proud of you and your offspring, the
Garman and the Monograph Series.

Presented on October 10, 1985, at Little Rock, Arkansas.

ETA SIQ-1A GAMBIA
The National Professional Health Science Honorary
NATIONAL DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD
to

R. MORGAN PIGG, JR., H.S.D.
In recognition of your selfless and unending contributions to the health
education profession through the enrichment of its students, scholars, educators,
and administrators, the members of Eta Sigma Gamma are pleased and honored to
present to you this
SviviczAtvMd.
Your professional preparation in Tennessee and Indiana enabled you to shape
regional and international program development at the undergraduate and graduate
levels in the states of Kansas, South Dakota, Tennessee, Georgia, Kentucky,
Mississippi, Idaho, and Indiana, and the Canadian province of Ontario. Partici
pation in many national health education organizations, American School Health
Association in particular, has brought your thoughts on professional preparation
and curriculum development to the forefront on a national level as well. Your
scholarly endeavors as a perennial author and current editor of The Journal of
School Health, have served the profession well in its efforts to prcmote the
health of school aged children. As a mentor of aspiring health educators in
their quest for professional maturity,you have been tireless in your labors as
advisor to Nu Chapter, Eta Sigma Gamma, guest editor, 1983 Eta Sigma Gamma Student
Monograph, teacher, and philosopher. These and many other accomplishments have
given you recognition beyond the realm of health education to the field of educa
tion as one of Phi Delta Kappa International's 75 young leaders in education in
1981.
You have been an exemplar and sustainer of the ideals of teaching, research,
and service. Your involvement in Eta Sigma Gamma, American School Health
Association, The Association for the Advancement of Health Education, American
School and Community Safety Association, National Center for Health Education,
Indiana Association of Health Educators, and Indiana Association for Health,
Physical Education, Recreation, and Dance are testimony to your commitment to
excellence and to the profession.
For your outstanding leadership and service to the health education profession,
and your unending efforts to improve the quality of life of those within health
education, and of those we serve, we, the members of Eta Sigma Ganma, are proud
to have the privilege of extending to you this citation and award as evidence
of the high esteem in which we, your colleagues, students, and friends, hold you.

Presented on October 10, 1985, at Little Rock, Arkansas.

NATIONAL HONOR AWARD

Eta Sigma Gamma
THE NATIONAL PROFESSIONAL HEALTH SCIENCE HONORARY

A CITATION TO HONOR
P.

John

D. McGover

Clinician, Researcher, Educator, Author
Your potential was recognized by others upon
tion of studies at Duke University School of
1945. The same year you received your first
appointment as an Assistant in Pediatrics at
sity School of Medicine.

and Editor.
your comple
Medicine in
faculty
Yale Univer

Since that time your dedication and contributions
to the field of Medicine have been limitless. Your pub
lications have enriched the pages of many major medical
journals in America. You have contributed your expertise
as editor for several prominent medical journals. Your
storehouse of knowledge concerning medical problems has
prompted colleges and universities across the country to
invite you to their campuses to teach aspiring medical
students. Yet for all the demands your professional
responsibilities have placed upon you, your energy has
never failed to permit you to respond to extra assign
ments in the laboratory, lecture room, hospital and
private life.
The road you chose to fulfill your goals has been
long and arduous, but you have been more than equal to
the challenge. It is said that to become qualified in
a single area of endeavor is to be successful, but to
distinguish oneself in several fields is a sign of
greatness.
In recognition of your selfless interest in the
physical welfare of all men, the members of Eta Sigma
Gamma have unanimously voted to extend to you, John P.
McGovern, the first Honorary Membership in the history
of our organization.

Presented on October 12, 1973 at Chicago, Illinois

Eta Sigma Gamma
THE NATIONAL PROFESSIONAL HEALTH SCIENCE HONORARY

A CITATION TO HONOR
John Sinacore, Ed.D
In recognition of your unselfish contributions to scholars,
educators, and all professionals in the field of health education,
the members of Eta Sigma Gamma are honored to bestow on you this
citation of merit.
Although your formal education was completed at New York
University, you have continued to learn and share with others
your vast knowledge of health science and techniques of health
education. Your achievements are many. Through dedicated
participation in professional activities, you have helped set
meaningful and valuable goals in the area of health instruction.
Through teaching and administration, you have made many of these
goals become realities. Through publications that are of great
value to health educators everywhere, and through membership
in both state and national health associations, you have
brought to the attention of many, the enormous need for better
health education the world over.
The road you chose to follow, and have been so successful
in opening to others, will continue to be of great importance to
scientists, environmentalists, and laymen alike in making our
world a better place in which to live and to learn.
As an instructor, consultant, and active member of many
significant organizations, your colleagues and friends look
forward to your continuing contributions of excellence in both
your personal and professional achievements.

Presented on October 11, 1974 at New York City, New York

Eta Sigma Gamma
THE NATIONAL PROFESSIONAL HEALTH SCIENCE HONORARY

A CITATION TO HONOR
J. Keogh Rash, Hs. 0
As members of Eta Sigma Gamma, it is with great pleasure
that we honor you, J. Keogh Rash, in recognition of your untiring
and limitless efforts in the field of health education. It seems
fitting that because of these many contributions to the profession,
you should be the first to receive Eta Sigma Gamma's Honor Award.
Your excellent teaching efforts and publications have en
lightened the minds of many. Through your teaching you have
inspired many young professionals to follow in your footsteps
and strive for similar levels of achievement. Your keen sense
of responsibility to the relationship of mind and body shall
long be remembered to all that know you and your work. Further
more, because of your professional dedication, many persons have
been skillfully prepared for entrance into the profession.
Needless to say, your life too, provided a star to steer
by. Your ability to sort out all facets of an issue, to mediate
differences and effect compromise are reflective of your view
of life. The one attribute which stands tall above all others
is your ability to accept all as equals—no person was compromised
in your eyes. This attitude of humanism has been pervasive and
will long stand as a model for your students to follow. In
addition, the field of health education has been advanced because
of your work and concern.
Wise teacher, administrator, author, kindly gentleman,
friend—your colleagues and friends, with this Honor, recognize
you as a major contributor to the fine tradition of excellence
of our profession through your personal and professional activ
ities. Your aim of intelligent self direction of health behavior
is a goal for all of us to strive toward. We look forward to a
continued association, both personal and professional, in the
years ahead.

Presented on October 11, 1974, at New York City, New York

Eta Sigma Gamma
THE NATIONAL PROFESSIONAL HEALTH SCIENCE HONORARY

A CITATION TO HONOR
Wallace Ann Wesley, Hs. 0
Consultant, Educator, and Friend. Your potential was
recognized by others upon your completion of studies at Indiana
University. Before joining the staff of the American Medical
Association in 1956, you taught in the public schools and at
the college and university levels.
Since that time your dedication and contributions to the
field of Health Education have been limitless. You have served
as an educational consultant for the American Medical Associa
tion, Assistant Director for School and College Health of the
Department of Health Education, and are currently Director of
the Department. You have contributed your expertise by serving
as a member of the planning committee and design team of the
health education film series of the National Instructional
Television Center. These are to mention only a few of your
professional accomplishments. Yet for all the demands your
professional responsibilities have placed upon you, your
energy has never failed to permit you to respond to extra
assignments in both your professional and private life.
The road you chose to fulfill your goals has been a long
and arduous one, but you have been more than equal to the
v, iionoe
As a recipient of such national awards as the
merit award of the American Association for Health, Physical
Education and Recreation; the Distinguished Service Award
of the American School Health Association; and the Friends
of 4-H Award, your vast knowledge in health science an you
dedicated participation has been clearly demonstrated.
In recognition and appreciation of your °"tsJ^dl"8
achievements and significant contributions to health educa
tionthe members of Eta Sigma Ganma proudly extend to you,
Wallace Ann Wesley, this citation of merit.

Presented on October 11, 1974 at New York City, New York

Eta Sigma Gamma
THE NATIONAL PROFESSIONAL HEALTH SCIENCE HONORARY

A CITATION TO HONOR
Wallace Ann Wesley, Hs. D
Consultant, Educator, and Friend. Your potential was
recognized by others upon your completion of studies at Indiana
University. Before joining the staff of the American Medical
Association in 1956, you taught in the public schools and at
the college and university levels.
Since that time your dedication and contributions to the
field of Health Education have been limitless. You have served
as an educational consultant for the American Medical Associa
tion, Assistant Director for School and College Health of the
Department of Health Education, and are currently Director of
the Department. You have contributed your expertise by serving
as a member of the planning committee and design team of the
health education film series of the National Instructional
Television Center. These are to mention only a few of your
professional accomplishments. Yet for all the demands your
professional responsibilities have placed upon you, your
energy has never failed to permit you to respond to extra
assignments in both your professional and private life.
The road you chose to fulfill your goals has been a long
and arduous one, but you have been more than equal to the
u ii.nop
As a recipient of such national awards as the
merit award of the American Association for Health, Physical
Education and Recreation; the Distinguished Service Award
of the American School Health Association; and the Friends
of U Award, your vast knowledge in health science and your
dedicated participation has been clearly demonstrated.
In

recognition

and

appreciation of your^outstanding^^

on"cs;u

***»

u.llace Ann Hesley, this citation of merit.

«»-•

Presented on October 11. H7* at Hew York City. N=» York

Eta Sigma Gamma
THE NATIONAL PROFESSIONAL HEALTH SCIENCE HONORARY

A CITATION TO HONOR
Frederick V. Hein, Ph.D.
Frederick Van Ness Heln has stressed the Importance of health and
enhanced the profession of health education by his leadership, his
writing, his teaching, his administration and his advocacy. Eta
Sigma Gamma is most honored to recognize your contributions over the
years to the American Medical Association and to the Health Science
discipline.
The years you have devoted to the Joint Committee on Health
Problems In Education of the National Education Association and the
American Medical Association have fostered human growth and improved
health status for many.
You have given us a lifetime record of competence and dedication
In the field of health. Your direction in Health Education has
guided many to develop and Improve the quality of life. Warm,
personable and compassionate, Dr. Frederick Hein has elevated and
enhanced the status of health education among both physicians and
educators.
You have freely given of yourself to the challenges of education
about and research in health education. You have given without
thought of reward, yet the recognition you receive here Is only the
beginning of your merit. The quality of life has benefited by your
dedication to service. We have chosen to honor you, Dr. Frederick
V. Heln, for your long and arduous work and your cormnitment to the
profession. You have distinguished yourself with sustained excellence
In the health field.
We acknowledge your accomplishments in schools, universities and
professional health organizations. Those who follow your example of
comnltment and service will be ably guided in their professional
endeavors to achieve that which you have already attained—the
Improvement of health and the quality of living.

Presented on October 10, 1975 at Denver, Colorado

Eta Sigma Gamma
THE NATIONAL PROFESSIONAL HEALTH SCIENCE HONORARY

A CITATION TO HONOR
Howard S. Hoyman, Ed.D.
It is with the deepest sense of respect and admiration that the
members of Eta Sigma Gamma present to you, Howard S. Hoyman, this
citation of honor.
Dedication, service, and originality have characterized your
professional life in the health education field. You have willingly
devoted yourself to others for the irrprovement of health education
and the betterment of the lives of all people. You have identified
and worked diligently to eradicate health problems of your fellow human
beings. Ihe list of services you have rendered to our profession is
impressive. As an educator and administrator you have provided
superior direction, continuous encouragement, and high ideals for
your colleagues and students to emulate.
Your prolific publications and investigations have provided us
with continued insight and knowledge. You have improved the quality
of health education through untiring application of your energies to
health education curriculum designs and their application.
Your originality of thought and action has been invaluable to our
profession. Your development of the concept of human ecology has
f^iQ-t-jngrnyou
an innovative thinker, a forerunner of the future.
Human ecology will continue to have a profound effect upon health
education and the lives and health of us all.
To your many other awards, we, the members of Eta Sigma Ganma,
add our citation of merit as further evidence of the esteem with which
we, your colleagues and friends, hold you, Howard S. Hoyman.

Presented on October 10, 1975 at Denver Colorado.

Eta Sigma Gamma
THE NATIONAL PROFESSIONAL HEALTH SCIENCE HONORARY

A CITATION TO HONOR
Delbert Oberteuffer, Ph.D.
With admiration, honor and deep respect, the members of Eta Sigma
Gamma are pleased to recognize the many accomplishments of Delbert
Oberteuffer, Ph.D. Your professional leadership in the field of
health education is acknowledged from coast to coast. Beginning at
the University of Oregon, you have marked your career with excellence
and extended the horizons of your profession for others. A source of
inspiration and guidance for thousands, truly you are the "man in
function....man in total."
Acclaimed as health education's most gifted orator and apologist,
you are Justly recognized for your learned expression of philosophical
beliefs, your leadership in determining the dimensions of our profession,
your prolific ability as an author, and your distinguished editorship
of The Journal of School Health. Your teaching skills, administrative
and supervisory support and worthy publications have enlightened the
minds of many. Through your professional endeavors, you have stimulated
many young persons to walk in your footsteps and strive for similar
levels of achievement and excellence. Your profound comprehension
of the interrelationship of mind and body will long be remembered by
all who know you and admire you.
Your dedication and contributions to the evolving field of health
education are noteworthy. Your many publications have offered research
opportunities and professional inspiration to those who have followed
you. The guidance we have received from you, your textbooks, and your
pronouncements on curriculum development have immeasurably enhanced
the development of health instruction in our nation's schools and
colleges. Your outstanding career has been characterized by the Ideals
of Eta Sigma Gansna: education, service, and research.
Wise teacher, administrator, author, advocate, and gentleman, your
colleagues and friends, with this honor, recognize you as a major con
tributor to and leader in the profession of health education. We further
acclaim your fine tradition of merit established through your personal
and professional activities. Your goal of promoting the integrated
relationship between health and education is a goal most worthy of
emulation.
Eta Sigma Gamma is proud to accord this expression of due praise
to Dr. Delbert Oberteuffer.
Presented on October 10, 1975 at Denver, Colorado

Eta Sigma Gamma
THE NATIONAL PROFESSIONAL HEALTH SCIENCE HONORARY

A CITATION TO HONOR
Len Tritsch, M.S.
I m a 'rebel with a cause,' do not understand the meaning of
no,' and believe that modesty is nice but it doesn't get you very
f^r« > I do no"t believe in a crisis approach to education but am
willing to prostitute crisis monies to promote Comprehensive Health
Education. ^ Most importantly, I believe that the school is a part; of
the community; it is not a 'we' and 'they' situation.
f

it is this honest, exciting and accurate description of your
philosophy, Len, that has earned the respect and admiration of the
members of Eta Sigma Gamma. For this we are proud to present you
with this honor citation.
Enthusiasm, dedication, energetic and vigorous are apt words to
describe both your personal and professional life. Your example of
"getting the job done" rather than wasting time lamenting stands tall
for each of us to strive to emulate. The leadership that you have
provided as a classroom teacher in Minnesota, as a health coordinator
for the school district in Kent, Washington, as a Specialist in Health
Education for the State of Oregon, and as President of the Association
for the Advancement of Health Education has provided us a star to
steer by for years to come.
Your vigorous approach to life and the profession has gained the
esteem of colleagues nationally. Whether you are teaching, writing,
jogging or "coming down the slope" that vigor and positiveness shine
through clearly. For this we dearly love you.
It is our hope that this citation of honor will be an expression
of our appreciation and affection for your efforts in our behalf and
more importantly in behalf of school children throughout the nation—
that it will somehow sustain you and your efforts in the years ahead.
You, Len Tritsch, are truly a health educator's health educator.
^Tritsch, Len. "Recent Trends in Health Education: Oregon Style,"
Eta Sigma Gamman, 8:1, p. 3, Spring, 1976.
Presented on October 8, 1976, at New Orleans, Louisiana.

Eta Signa Gaimia
THE NATIONAL PROFESSIONAL HEALTH SCIENCE HONORARY

A CITATION TO HONOR
Elena M. Sliepcevlch, D.P.E.
In recognition of her nany accomplishments and her professional lead
ership in the area of health education, the members of Eta Sigma Gaimia are
especially pleased to honor Elena M. Sliepcevich.
Your sustained superior performance in teaching, research, and serv
ice is most admirable and a continuing source of inspiration to those who
have known you and studied with you. Noted recently for your efforts in
patient education, your most widely acclaimed achievement is the innova
tive approach to curriculum design and development, the School Health Edu
cation Study. This masterpiece of creative endeavor has been a fresh im
petus in the definition of the school health curriculum and in the United
States. As director of the School Health Education Study and coordinating
editor and writer of the SHES curriculum development writing team, you have
earned for yourself the enduring respect and gratitude of your colleagues.
Your dedication to the health science discipline has been most evident
in your extensive contribution to the professional literature in the areas
of school health education, public health education, and patient education.
Numerous books, monographs, reports, position papers, and journal articles
have been enhanced by the expression of your philosophy and your willing
ness to share your ideas and ideals. In addition, your outstanding career
as teacher, administrator, author, consultant, speaker, and adviser has
been narked with the highest degree of professionalism and humanism. Your
conmitment to excellence in all that you undertake is noteworthy and indica
tive of a full life devoted to serving others best. Your warm, sensitive,
responsive manner, and personal concern and involvement with your associates
and students will be remembered and cherished by countless individuals.
For those who seek to follow you, your teaching skills, professional
endeavors, and creativity will serve forever as a splendid example. Your
guidance iid initiative have improved health education and inspired con
fidence in health educators. Truly, your distinguished tradition of merit
is Srthy of emulation and recognition. Eta Signa Gamma is proud to offer
this expression of affection, honor, and deserved praise to Dr. Elena M.»
Sliepcevich.
presented on October 8, 1976, at New Orleans, laauisiana.

ETA SIGMA GAMMA
Hie National Professional Health Science Honorary

A CITATION OF HONOR
Hesler Beth Bland, H.S.D.
It is with the deepest sense of respect, honor, admiration and
pride that the members of Eta Sigma Gamma, in recognition and appre
ciation of your outstanding achievements and significant cxntributicns
to health education, present to you, Hester Beth Bland, this citation
of honor.
Your meritorious acxomplishments in the promotion of health
instruction have been achieved by superior performances as teacher,
lecturer, consultant, coordinator and director. You have devoted
yourself to others for the ijiprovement of health education and the
betterment of the lives of all people. The list of services you have
rendered to our profession is very impressive. You have served the
American School Health Association as President-Elect, President,
Chairman of the Nominating Committee, as well as, being active in the
various councils and oomnittees of the Association. You have also
made an inportant contribution to the American Association for Health,
Fhysical Education, and Recreation. These are only a very few of your
professional acccnplishraents. Numerous organizations, activities, books,
journal articles and curriculum guides have been enhanced by your exper
tise. Your cannitnent to excellence in all that you undertake is note
worthy and indicative of a full life devoted to professional endeavors.
You have given the field of health education a lifetime of competent
aid dedicated service. This has been done without thought of reward. _ We
acknowledge your accomplishments in schools, universities and professional
health organizations. Honors such as Today's Outstanding Woman in Health,
Fhysical Education, and Recreation, the William A. Howe A*ard, and Honor
Awards rrvm both the Indiana Association for Health, Physical Education,
and Recreation and American Association for Health, Physical Education, and
Recreation, ciLearly demonstrate your vast knowledge and your dedicated participaticn in health science.
To your many other awards, we 5 the menibers of Eta Sigma Ganroa proudly
extend to you, Hester Beth Bland, this citation of honor as further evi
dence of the high esteem with which we, your colleagues and friends,
hold you.

Presented cn October 14, 1977, at Atlanta, Georgia

ETA SIGMA GAMMA
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A CITATION OF HONOR
Edward B. Johns, Ed.D.
Eta Sigma Gairma is most honored to recognize the outstanding accom
plishments of Edward B. Johns and his contributions to the field of
health education. It is with great pride and high esteem that we award
to you this citation of honor.
You have contributed your expertise by serving as a member of
numerous committees and chairman of various activities for the American
Association for Health, Physical Education, and Recreation. Your meri
torious contributions to the American Public Health Association as both
a member of various councils and committees and vice-chairman of the
School Health Section are a matter of record. Your many publications
have offered professional inspiration to those who have followed you.
The guidance we have received as professionals, your textbooks, and
your publications have promoted the development of health instruction
in our schools and universities. Your direction in Health Education
has aided many in their quest for an improved quality of life.
Your valuable servioe to the field of health education has been
acknowledged in awards and honors such as Distinguished Service Awards
from the Anerlcan School Health Association, CAHPER, and AAHPER, and
this Honor /Ward for Meritorious Servioe acknowledges your continuing
importance to the field of health education. Eta Sigma Gairma is proud
to add this hcnor in appreciation of your splendid work. Your distin
guished servioe, valuable contributions, and outstanding accomplishments
in health education make you, Edward B. Johns, a worthy recipient of
this citation of honor.
You have been a valuable asset to the field of health education.
Those who follow your example of servioe and commitment will be ably
guided in their professional endeavors to achieve that which you have
already attained — the improvement of health and the quality of living.
We thank you, Edward B. Johns.

Presented on October IT, 1977, at Atlanta, Georgia
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A CITATION OF HONOR
Scott K. Simonds, Dr. P.H.

In recognition and appreciation of your achievements and
significant contributions to public and community health education,
the members of Eta Sigma Gamma are pleased to present to you,
Scott K. Simonds, this citation of honor.
Your leadership in the field of health education is nationally
and internationally acknowledged. Your record as teacher, author,
editor, researcher, consultant, coordinator, and administrator is
impressive and most admirable. Such professional versatility is a
continuing source of inspiration to those who strive for similar
levels of achievement. Through your dedication to and persistence
in support of the field of health education, many of our fondest
dreams have become realities. Your outstanding career has truly
reflected the ideals of Eta Sigma Gamma: teaching, service, and
research.
The list of services you have rendered to our profession
is impressive. Your ability to provide direction, constructive
criticism, encouragement, and high ideals for your colleagues
distinguishes you as a successful educator and administrator.
Your enlightening publications are valued by health educators
everywhere and provide insight and challenge as well as know
ledge. Your ability to advocate, interpret, define, and on
occasion, defend the purposes of health education programs is
unsurpassed among your colleagues.
Your numerous contributions to the health education pro
fession and to the training of health personnel have been the re
sult of limitless and untiring effohts. Your expertise and
innovative service to professional organizations such as the American
Public Health Association, the American Society of Allied Health
Professions, the International Union for Health Education, and the
Society for Public Health Education are testimony to your
commitment to the profession.
Your distinguished service, your attainments of excel
lence and your professional leadership in health education make
you, Scott K. Simonds, a worthy recipient of this honor.

Presented on October 13, 1978, at Dearborn, Michigan
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A CITATION OF HONOR
William H. Creswell, Jr., Ed. D.
It is with a great sense of pride that the members of
Eta Sigma Gamma honor you, William Creswell, Jr., in recogni
tion and appreciation of your meritorious accomplishments and
your professional leadership in health education.
Your achievements have been exemplary. Through both
personal and professional activities, you have been a major
contributor to the fine tradition of excellence in our profession.
You have served with distinction as both member and chairman of
various committees for the American Alliance for Health, Physical
Education, and Recreation. You have also made commendable and
praiseworthy contributions to the American School Health Associa
tion, the American Public Health Association, the Joint Committee
on Health Problems of the NEA-AMA, and to numerous national
and state organizations, agencies, and councils pertaining to
health promotion.
Your expertise has enriched the profession through your
research, textbooks, journal articles, and the curriculum guides
for the School Health Education Study. Through your untiring
efforts, you have helped establish and achieve meaningful and
valuable goals in the area of health education.
A lifetime of dedication and generous contributions to
the health education profession has been clearly demonstrated.
Your outstanding accomplishments have been acknowledged with honors
and awards from professional organizations such as the American
School Health Association, American Academy of Physical Education,
and the American Association for Health, Physical Education,
and Recreation. Throughout your career in the health field, you
have distinguished yourself with sustained excellence.
In recognition of your superior accomplishments and
your commitment to the profession, the members of Eta Sigma
Gamma proudly extend to you, William Creswell, Jr., this
citation of honor.

Presented on October 13» 1978, at Dearborn* Michigan
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A CITATION OF HONOR
Robert D. Russell, Ed.D.
i« recognition of your meritorious record of professional accomplish
ments and your significant contributions to the field of health education,
we, the members of Eta Sigma Gamma, are pleased to present this citation
of honor to you, Robert D. Russell.
Educated at the University of California at Los Angeles and at Stanford,
and now a professor at Southern Illinois University, you have distinguished
yourself as teacher, author, editor, researcher, consultant, speaker, singer,
and musician—all in your continuing endeavors to promote health education
in schools, colleges and the community. Your professional versatility and
evolving status as one of health education's most respected philosophers
are matched only by your warm, genuine humanness and your ability to help
others appreciate life more fully, in general and day by day.
Your achievements are numerous. You are recognized nationally as an
authority in alcohol education, having served with distinction as editor
of the Journal of Alcohol Education, and as lecturer-consultant to the
Rutgers Summer School of Alcohol Studies and the North Conway Institute.
Your teaching and research have provided new insights into the ecological
perspectives of and philosophical bases for health education. Your innova
tive contribution to curriculum development and the furtherance of
conceptual instruction have been demonstrated most notably by your member
ship in the School Health Education Study writing team for experimental
curricular materials. As the author of Health Education, the celebrated
volume published by the AMA-NEA Joint Committee on Health Problems in
Education, you have offered us a new stimulus to rethink and examine our
efforts in affecting favorably the health knowledge, attitudes and behavior
of children and adults.
In your own words, you have stated that nearly all you do and experience
in life is related to your work. Your students, colleagues and associates
have thus benefited greatly. You have also said that your teaching and your
own learning are hopelessly intertwined. And we might add-intertwined with
such harmony and creative genius. By living each day as if it were your last,
you have set for us an example of healthy living worthy of our emulation.
Your professional leadership, your attainment of excellence and your
distinguished service to health education and health educators make you,
Robert D. Russell, a most deserving recipient of this honor.

Presented on October 19, 1979, at San Diego, California.
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A CITATION TO HONOR
Horace C.Ogden, M. S.

t
fE^UslZyr-a0e°I"PHSl;nBntS ln the fiel" of health Nation,
the meieS
memoerst,?
of Eta
Sigma Gamma salute you, Horace G. Ogden, M.S.

Your fc*d®mic career began at DePauw University and included advanced
studies at Auburn University where you earned a graduate degree in education
Since then, your professional involvement has been extensive and marked
by numerous achievements and honors. Recipient of the Superior Service
Award of the United States Public Health Service, you later received the
Sustained Quality Performance Award from the Bureau of State Services
evidence of your splendid abilities as administrator, author, and advocate.
More recently, you were distinguished by your appointment to the coveted
directorship of the Bureau of Health Education, Center for Disease Control
Public Health Service — a milestone in your professional life.
Among the positions you have mastered are Information Specialist for
the Public Health Service, Fundamental Education Specialist for UNESCO,
Staff Director for the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare Task
Force on Health Education, and Assistant to the Director (Health Education),
Center for Disease Control, in the Public Health Service. You have held
many assignments of responsibility and proved your belief in and dedication
to the health education of Americans. We honor you, "Hod" Ogden, as the
"architect" of the Bureau of Health Education and acknowledge the leader
ship you have displayed in the formulation, direction, coordination, and
evaluation of health education programs being used throughout the nation.
Recognizing the vast experience you have gained in a variety of roles
in the Public Health Service of the Federal government, and the excellence
of your many contributions, we affirm your worthy example as an inspiration
to those who would commit themselves to educating people for health promotion
and disease prevention.

Presented on October 17, 1980, Dallas , Texas.
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A CITATION TO HONOR
Donald J. Ludwig, Hs.D.
With honor and deep respect, we, the members of Eta Sigma Gamma, are
most pleased to acknowledge the distinguished career of Donald J. Ludwig,
Hs.D., esteemed teacher and national leader in health education.
Recognition is always due when a professional in any field has
acquired a reputation for excellence. And you, Dr. Donald Ludwig, have
combined your unique talents as educator, administrator, consultant,
author, and adviser in a manner of preeminence rarely matched by your
colleagues.
A graduate of Oberlin College and Columbia University's Teachers
College, you earned your doctoral degree at Indiana University where,
years later, you would attain the respected position of chairman in the
Department of Health and Safety. During your tenure as a university
professor, you generously shared your ideas and ideals with countless
students. They will cherish your scholarly wisdom and the model of high
principles you displayed in both your personal and professional life.
Your active membership in various professional health associations
and your comprehensive knowledge of the health science discipline have
been manifest in numerous committee assignments, the presentation of
scores of addresses, the frequent sponsorship and coordination of work
shops, and your willingness to assist in the development of health
education curricula in schools and at other institutions of higher learn
ing. The leadership qualities you so admirably possess have been acclaimed
on several occasions. You have received the Leadership Recognition Award
from the Indiana Association for Health, Physical Education, and Recrea
tion, and the Outstanding Teaching Award at Indiana University.
Recognized as an authority in the organization and administration
of school health programs, and in the areas of first aid, civil defense,
and emergency health care, you have expanded the body of information and
expert advice available to scholars and researchers through your many
publications. Your sustained promotion of health education in schools and
in the community will serve as a worthy goal for those who aspire to
improve the health of the present and future generations. Your contribu
tion to the discipline may best be measured by the number of your
doctoral advisees who have gone on to leadership positions in the field obviously carrying part of you with them.
Eta Sigma Gamma proudly offers this expression of admiration, praise,
and professional gratitude to Dr. Donald J. Ludwig.
Presented on October 17> 1980, Dallas, Texas.
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Godfrey CD. JCochbaum, 'Ph.1!).
Gamma1areEDleL»rtlni^at10'1' h°n°r a°d deep resPect. the members of Eta Sigma
Gamma are pleased to recognize the many accomplishments to the health educa
tion profession of Godfrey M. Hochbaum, Ph.D. Your leadership in?hefie?d
broucht°v
?? nati°nallT a"d internationally. Bornli'vienna? you
brought your rich Austrian heritage to the United States where you began a
long and distinguished career in teaching, research and service. You have
S!rViCe t0 y0ur ad°Pted country in many ways, but especially
health education profession. Although your formal education at
American University, George Washington University and the University of
Minnesota was in psychology and sociology, the field of health education was,
indeed, fortunate that you chose to apply the basic tenets of this training
to our discipline.
Your prolific publications and professional endeavors have provided us
with unique insights and knowledge related to health behaviors. You improved
the quality of health education through untiring efforts and your originality
of thought. Your contributions to the theory of the "Health Belief Model" is
but one example of your valued thinking. Always at the "cutting edge" of
the profession, you have explored the behavioral frontier and have provided
us with needed direction in promoting health and preventing disease.
Your service to the profession has included many years with the U.S. Public
Health Service, professorships at several universities, and consultantships
to state, national and international school and community health organizations
and committees. Your monograph on health behavior has proven to be a "bible"
for many young professionals grasping for the meaning of why people behave in
healthy and unhealthy ways. For the past nine years, students and faculty
alike, have been fortunate to have you as a Professor of Health Education and
the Behavioral Sciences in the Department of Health Education, School of
Public Health at the University of North Carolina.
Your service on both the Role Delineation Working Committee and the Role
Delineation Verification Committee, the current initiative to professionalize
health education, attests to your dedication and commitment to the profession
as well as your stature within it.
Teacher, author, consultant, advocate and gentleman, your colleagues and
friends recognize you as a major contributor to and leader in the profession
of health education. Your outstanding service and role model serve as an
inspiration to your colleagues and make you, Godfrey M. Hochbaum, a most
worthy recipient of this Award.
Presented October 16, 1981, at Washington, D.C.
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A CITATION TO HONOR
Mabel E. Rugen, Ph.D.
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The professional activities and leadership roles you have assumed have
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Health
JointCo,nate Problems in Education of the
National Education Association and the American Medical Association as well
as many other national and state committees have been fortunate to have
benefitted from your talents.
Your valuable service to the field of health education has been
acknowledged in awards and honors such as Distinguished Service Awards from
the American School Health Association, the Michigan School Health Association,
the American Association for Health, Physical Education and Recreation and
the Michigan Association for Health, Physical Education and Recreation.
Other awards have been bestowed upon you such as the ASHA Howe Award and an
honorary doctorate degree from Central Michigan University. A tribute to your
many years of outstanding service to the University of Michigan is the
Mabel E. Rugen School Health Collection in the School of Education at the
University of Michigan.
The years you have devoted to improving the health of school children
and adults through education have been appreciated by thousands who have
been recipients of your efforts. You have given us a lifetime record of
service and dedication unequalled in quality and quantity. You will always
be remembered as a person who is willing to freely give of your time in
order to help further the cause of positive health through health education.
In recognition of your tireless efforts to the profession of health
education, the members of Eta Sigma Gamma proudly extend to you, Mabel E.
Rugen, this citation of honor.
Presented October 8, 1982, at Phoenix, Arizona.
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Lawrence W. Green, Dr. P.H.
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Few can match your career in teaching - the University of California
Berkeley; Harvard University; Johns Hopkins University; the University of
iexas - a proverbial who's who of American universities have had the benefit
of your scholarly work. Your reputation worldwide in health education is
recognized by your continuing consultant relationship with the World Health
Organization. Your expertise as a health education/planner has been utilized
by Brazil, India, Pakistan and the list goes on.
Whether the task be editorial, consulting, writing, teaching, planning,
policy making, directing, reviewing, you have met the challenge. From school
to community to hospital - from drug abuse to family planning to cancer from philosophy to planning to evaluation - you have made real contributions
with an equal flair.
As you look back on your brief but rich career, you have much to be
proud of, much to build on for the future. We look forward to many more
contributions from you as our emerging profession becomes an adult. It is
for all of these reasons - your past accomplishments, your present leader
ship and involvement and your future directions - that we present you with
our highest accolade - the Eta Sigma Gamma Honor Award. You make us proud
to accept our Award. We know you will wear it well.
Presented on October 8, 1982, at Phoenix, Arizona.
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Varren Idward, 70m have carefully planted the eeed for the tree of health education.
Even though the "soil" hee not been the most fertile, you hare nurtured this tree and
fertilised it with hard work. Because of your contributions, the roots hare grown deep,
are well developed and should stand well the vagaries of tine.
Ve in Its Signs(is— are proud to have you as our 1983 Honor Award winner. Ve hope
it will be a stimulus for your continued efforts on behalf of health education.
Presented on October 13, 1983, at Louisville, Kentucky.
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T ^ and aimed at the reduction of accidents among children living in
major American cities, through its Health Hero series, to its Center for Heflth
Heip, a comprehensive program designed to assist employees to take a more active
role in caring for the health of themselves and their families.
.tropolitan has a broad history of support for research in the health field in
that i» has sponsored, supported and funded major research projects designed to inity of curre"t health promotion and diseese prevention activities in
.! ^
the United States. Additionally, the CoDpar.y has sponsored many important commissions,
conferences and seminars offered to health providers, consumers and education
specialists.
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company has also been a leader in providing health
services to a vide spectrum of American citizens. The company has designed and imple
mented many important programs which provided consumers with higher quality health
care, easier and cheaper access to human blood, cookbooks outlining healthy diets,
improved dental care and disease screening, to mention a few of their important
service contributions.
Thus, sven the casual observer cannot fail to observe the exemplary contribu
tions of Metropolitan in the areas of service, research and teaching. However,
the sophisticated professional views this Company with even more appreciation.
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company has been one of the most important leaders
in the health education field. The Company has not been reticent to enter into
areas that ere not only innovative, but in some cases, possibly threatening to
the Company's economic health. In 1978 they published The Great Imitator, a
national advertisement which presented the facts about syphilis in a completely
straightforward manner. This advertisement was a landmark since it was the first
time the word "syphilis" was openly employed in a national educational campaign.
Activities such LB this opened the door for other professionals devoted to the
improvement of human health status to take bold steps in the health education of
the public.
Also, most important to the early education efforts of health professionals
vers the many booklets, pamphlets, leaflets, films and books Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company produced and made available to the health education professionals.
Without these materials, the development of health education would have been
considerably slower.
These activities only summarize the myriad contributions the Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company has made to the health of the country and the field of health
education. These efforts also have served to encourage other companies to accept
their responsibility to assist the public at large in improving their health status.
Thus, Metropolitan Life Insurance Company has had a ripple effect in that its
efforts have been mirrored by other major companies, thus, influencing even more
millions of people throughout the United States.
its
and
Eta
Eta

Ets Sigma Gamma is proud to honor the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company for
many outstanding contributions to the field of health education, specifically,
to the health status of the American public, in general, by conveying the
Sigma Gamma Honor Award. In so honoring the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company,
Sigma Gamma honors ths commitment to good health itself!

Presented in Louisville, Kentucky, October 13, 1983*
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The W.K. Kellogg Foundation
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Investing his money in people proved to be a great contribution to the
advancement of health education. Recognizing society's difficulty in putting
available knowledge to use for human benefit, Mr. Kellogg gave to this Founda
tion a distinctive commitment, which was, "the application of knowledge to
the problems of people". In the early 1930»s the Foundation established the
Community Health Project" which covered a seven county area in south central
Michigan. This particular project involved public health education programs in
communities and schools. This project was one of the first large scale demon
stration projects funded by the Foundation. Since the "Community Health Project"
in the 1930's, there has been a continued commitment to foster health education
in a variety of settings. In more recent years, the Foundation has been active
in funding health promotion projects involving health education programs for
health professionals as well as health education programs in schools, at work
sites, in medical settings, and in communities. We in health education recognize
the financial contributions of the Kellogg Foundation in supporting the National
Center for Health Education and the Education Development Center, Inc., for
the development of the secondary school curriculum in health education which
focuses on family and community health, the American Health Foundation in the
development of the "Know Your Body Project", the "Self Discovery" materials
and the Health Skills Association's project of Dayton, Ohio. These are but
a few examples of the Foundation's interests in implementing multi-community
programs aimed at health promotion, disease prevention through identification
and utilization of health services by consumers especially children.
Eta Sigma Gamma is proud to recognize the W.K. Kellogg Foundation as an
outstanding institution in supporting the health and welfare of people through
out the world. We are deeply indebted to the Foundation's recognition of health
education as a major factor in promoting health. We feel privileged to recognize
this outstanding Foundation for its efforts in developing programs which promote
the principles of Eta Sigma Gamma. In presenting this honor award to the
W.K. Kellogg Foundation, we are expressing our gratitude while at the same time
recognizing the Foundation's unselfish contributions to the betterment of mankind.

Presented October 11, 1984, at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
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A CITATION TO HONOR
THE AMERICAN SCHOOL HEALTH ASSOCIATION
Since October 13, 1926, the American School Health Association has been striv
ing to nurture and promote the health of American school aged children. The member
ship of the Association is bound together by one camion mission - promoting compre
hensive and constructive school health programs designed to protect and promote the
health of all school aged children. The contributions of the ASHA in fulfilling
this mission have been enormous and effective. Recently the Association was
instrumental in developing a definition of comprehensive school health education,
in developing the "Marketing School Health" program which is elevating school health
concerns to national importance, and in developing useful national standards for
the professional practice of school nurses.
Over the years, ASHA has produced many valuable publications which today repre
sent a cornerstone of the literature for the field. Such publications as School
Health in America, Teaching About Drugs: K-12 Curriculum Guide, and the Journal of
School Health have provided planners and practitioners with the most cogent thought
related to school health issues. Specifically, the Journal of School Health stands
tall for its especially important role in improving the health of school age child
ren.
Recently the Association, through a grant frcm the Federal government, has
undertaken the mission of directly stimulating and facilitating local educational
agencies to focus school health programs on attaining the 1990 Health Objectives
for the Nation. This focusing effort will be one of the most important contribu
tions ASHA has made and will produce a multitude of benefits for the health of the
child constituency of the Association.
ASHA has always been an outspoken advocate for children. It has realized that
health professionals need to do more than merely pranote school health among them
selves. Through its many conferences, services and activities, it has nurtured
and promoted the personal and professional lives of innumerable individuals. In
so doing, ASHA has been instrumental in insuring a pool of carpetent, enthusiastic
professionals to carry on the work of promoting health and preventing disease in
children.
These activities surmarize the many contributions of the ASHA to the health of
American children and youth.
Eta Sigma Gamma is extremely proud to honor the American School Health Association
for its many outstanding contributions to the school health field. In honoring ASHA,
Eta Signa Gamma honors every member of the Association and the goals and objectives
of those members. ASHA exemplifies what the founders of Eta Sigma Gamma had in
mind when they conceived the National Honor Award. In honoring the ASHA, Eta Signa
Gamma honors the health of American children itself.
Presented on October 10, 1985, at Little Rock, Arkansas.
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Marion B. Pollock, Ed.D.
With admiration, honor and deep respect, the members of Eta Sigma Gartma are
pleased to recognize the many accomplishments of Marion B. Pollock, Ed.D. Your
professional leadership in the field of health education is acknowledged from coast
to coast. Beginning at Miami University, you have marked your career with excellence
and extended the horizons of your profession for otters.
You have been an active participant, leader and supporter of many national organi
zations. These have included the American Public Health Association, the Association
for the Advancement of Health Education and the American School Health Association.
In addition, you have been a representative to the Coalition of National Health
Education Organizations which represents same 45,000 health and education workers in
the United States. As a major contributor to and participant in the most important
national health education research study that has been done, The School Health Educa
tion Study, you have influenced significantly the theory and practice of health
education in the school setting. The SHES materials, still today, provide guidance
in the development of curricula.
Your teaching skills, supervisory support and worthy publications have enlightened
the minds of many. Through your professional endeavors, you have stimulated many young
persons to devote their professional lives to health education.
Your dedication and contributions to the evolving field of health education are
noteworthy. Your many publications have offered research opportunities and professional
inspiration to those who have followed you. The guidance we have received frcm you,
your textbooks, and your advice on curriculun development have immeasurably enhanced
the development of health instruction in our nation's schools and colleges. Your
outstanding career has been characterized by the ideals of Eta Sigttia Gamma: education,
service, and research. Your.originality of thought and action has been invaluable
to our profession and to Eta Sigma Garrma. By chairing the fledgling Writing Award
Carmittee, you have promoted the scholarly productivity of our members.
You, Marion Pollock, have never been one to ccmprcmise your principles. Whether
in your writing, dialogue within a committee, or representing a ccnmittee, we always
knew where you stood and why. What's more, you did it with style, wit and dignity.
Your background in journalism made us mindful not only to watch our p's and q's but
to dot our i's and cross our t's. It seems appropriate, then, that this citation be
clear, to tte point, and free of excess prose.
Wise teacher,•researcher, consultant, leader, author and advocate, your colleagues
and friends, with this tenor, recognize you as a major contributor to and leader in
tte profession of health education. We further acclaim your fine tradition of merit
established through your personal and professional activities.

Presented October 9, 1986, at Denver, Colorado.
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ROY L. DAVIS, M.A., M.P.H.
Roy L. Davis, it is with great pride and pleasure that Eta Signa Garrma recognizes
you with its prestigious honor award. As a recipient of the honor award, you join
an illustrious list of professional colleagues who have been recognized for their
outstanding contributions to health education.
As an advocate of school health education, you have contributed greatly to the
establishment of canprehensive programs throughout the Nation. In fact, your contri
butions to school health education have gone beyond our borders. Through your inter
national consultations you have assisted in establishing health education programs
in England, the Netherlands, Saudi Arabia, Israel and Kuwait. Your commitment to
health education through the schools is readily apparent. Your efforts to improve
the health of school age children through health education have been long standing
and effective. Evidence of this dedication was the awarding of the Distinguished
Service Medal to you by the Public Health Service in May, 1986. "Growing Healthy"
is but one example of your efforts and will be a long lived testimony long after the
awards are forgotten.
Your early career was that of a teacher and school administrator responsible for
the coordination of health education programs. You've also served as an assistant
professor in health education before joining the U.S. Public Health Service. For
ten years you served as the chief of the ccmmunity program development branch of the
National Clearing House for smoking and health. Fran 1974 until your retirement
this past sumner, you have been a director of carmunity program development and
school health and special projects at the Centers for Disease Control. Your illus
trious career is marked with much success and many achievements. As a federal project
officer, you have been instrumental in shaping the direction and the future of the
profession of health education. You are a man carmitted to high ideals which you
pass on to those who have worked with you. Proverbially speaking, "You will be a
hard act to follow."
Recognized as an authority in school health education, as well as smoking and
health, you have became one frcm whan other scholars and researchers seek advice.
No one has a better understanding of the status of school health education in the
United States than Roy Davis. A conversation with Roy is always exciting, challeng
ing and thought provoking. It often ends with "what are you doing to solve the
problem?"
You have been honored with many awards of excellence by your colleagues, the
Public Health Service, various educational organizations, and voluntary health
agencies. One of your greatest tributes is a quote frcm an award presented by the
National Center for Health Education which states, "It is fair to say that no
single individual in recent years has had such a positive effect on the education
for health of American school children as has Roy L. Davis." For this reason,
Eta Signa Gamma is proud to present to you our honor award in recognition of your
most illustrious career in health education. We will miss your presence and your
conscience.
Presented on October 9, 1986, at Denver, Colorado.
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THE AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION
In 1924, six New York City cardiologists founded the American
Heart Association. Today, affiliates are found in all 50 states
and Puerto Rico with active organizations in more than 3000 com
munities. Working with the professional staff, over two million
volunteers use their talents for the express purpose of prevent
ing cardiovascular disease.
With this Honor Award we wish to recognize the "people" of
the American Heart Association who have developed and carried
out the programs of research, professional development, community
service, and public education that have played a role in the
discovery of the heart/lung machine, CPR techniques, new surgical
procedures in repairing heart defects, and life-extending drugs,
brought the latest thinking in cardiovascular medicine to physi
cians throughout the land; changed the lifestyles of millions
through "stop smoking" classes, blood pressure screenings conducted
in worksites through the "Heart at Work" program, and teaching
the consumption of foods low in fats and cholesterol through such
educational programs as the "Culinary Hearts Kitchen courses
and "Food Festival"; and promoted good heart health habits to
millions of people by means of brochures, public service announce
ments, and the innovative "Putting Your Heart into the Curriculum
materials for all levels of school-aged youth. Demonstrating
that the people of the American Heart Association_never stand
still field testing is currently going on in patient education
with "Heart Prescription (Heart Rx)" and "Physician Cholesterol
Education".
On this day, Friday, 9 October 1987, we of Eta Sigma Gamma
wish to express our sincere gratitude and appreciation for Y°nr
efforts in improving the well-being of all people. We have the
highest admiration for what you, of the American Heart Association,
have accomplished and recognize you with our highest award.

Presented on 9 October 1987 in Indianapolis, Indiana.

